Literature is the Artistic Record of Life

In literature, the artistic expression of thought, which is replete with feelings and imagination. It is expressed in such untechnical terms as to make it eligible and give aesthetic pleasure and belief to the mind of the common men. In other words, literature heightens our awareness of human life. It enables us to look at nature with new eyes. It gives us to see the world with spiritual intuitions of man. Whenever thought is embossed in forms as to meet our ideals, sensibilities, and tastes rather than that which appear merely or mainly to the speculative reason or the logical faculty, literature may be said to exist. In a nutshell, thinking, feeling, imagination and beauty of style and form, are all equally essential to literature.

Literature is one of the institutions, in fact, one of the most influential instruments to mold characters – characters armed with reason and equipped with idealism. Literature has no doubt helped man to modify his conduct and upbringing. As a means of communication, it has influenced and affected people’s social and moral life, as well as the development of society. Literature consists of all the books wherein there is a pursuit of some sort of largeness and attractiveness of form regarding moral truth and human emotions. A literary admirer is one who explores the journey of human life with its moral greatness and theological struggles through books and writings. Poets, dramatists, humorists, satirists, masters of fiction, the great preachers, the character-writers, the master writers, the great political orators – they are all men of literature in so far as they teach us to know man and to know human nature. This is what makes literature, rightly selected and wisely selected and rightly studied, not merely a means of eliciting that it is often so and erroneously supposed to be but a proper discipline for a systematic training in the understanding of the imagination and sympathies of a and of a general and vested moral sense.

Literature in its most comprehensive meaning includes all the activities of the human soul in general, or within a particular sphere, period, condition, or subject. This may be said to have its origin in the material of life itself from which it has been separated.

Literature is theervo and universal record of the race, including its history and sciences, as well as its poems and novels; in the narrower sense, as a collection of the writings of particular men. It is the study of the subject, the study of the matter of literature is the presentation of life. Life provides the raw material by which literature interfuses with the mind of the common men. Literature is the communication of the writer’s novel and unique experiences of life. Thus, there is a constant appeal to the widest human interests and the simplest human mentality.

The most distinguished and signal feature of literature is its appeal to the common sense of life. It does not deal with the specific society of a particular country or with the political history and sciences, as well as its poems and novels; in the narrower sense, as a collection of the writings of particular men. It is the study of the subject, the study of the matter of literature is the presentation of life. Life provides the raw material by which literature interfuses with the mind of the common men. Literature is the communication of the writer’s novel and unique experiences of life. Thus, there is a constant appeal to the widest human interests and the simplest human mentality.

The appeal to the common sense of life. It does not deal with the specific society of a particular country or with the political history and sciences, as well as its poems and novels; in the narrower sense, as a collection of the writings of particular men. It is the study of the subject, the study of the matter of literature is the presentation of life. Life provides the raw material by which literature interfuses with the mind of the common men. Literature is the communication of the writer’s novel and unique experiences of life. Thus, there is a constant appeal to the widest human interests and the simplest human mentality.